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ENERGY, ECONOMICS, AND THE ENVIRONMENT:
CONFLICTING VIEWS OF AN ESSENTIAL
INTERRELATIONSHIP
HERMAN E. DALY and ALVARO F. UMANA, Eds.
Boulder: Westview Press. 1982. Pp. 200. $22.00.

ENERGY, ECONOMICS, AND THE ENVIRONMENT:
TOWARD A COMPREHENSIVE PERSPECTIVE
GREGORY A. DANEKE, Ed.
Lexington: D. C. Heath. 1982. Pp. 283
Despite similar titles, these two books have relatively little in common.
The Daly-Umafia book is a collection of essays dealing mostly with the
controversial issue of "net energy" assessment. The essays in the Daneke
volume, despite its ambitious subtitle, do not have a clear focus and
provide little in the way of comprehensive analysis of any crucial energy
issue. One common thread in both books is the alleged inefficiency of
the market in allocating and distributing scarce resources, at least between
generations. This criticism, however, rarely seems elevated above "buzz
word" status.
The Daly-Umafia volume contains eight essays and several reply-rejoinder chapters. The "Introduction" by Umafia contains a useful overview of thermodynamics and its relationship to economic activity. Chapter
1, also by Umafia, attempts to lay a biophysical foundation for economics.
The level of analysis, however, is confined to several flow diagrams that
are so beloved by ecologists. Umafia's plea for an evolutionary view of
economics is vague and not taken up seriously by any of the other authors,
with the possible exception of Georgescu-Roegen. Indeed, the basic model
for net energy assessment is a stationary state input-output model which
excludes capital stocks and final demand sectors.
Chapter 2 by Georgescu begins with a brief history of thermodynamics
after which he examines the energetic dogma that underlies net energy
assessment. Utilizing what he calls the fourth law of thermodynamics,
Georgescu demonstrates that since matter matters, too, economic values
cannot be reduced to a simple chemicophysical value through the concept
of entropy. He also shows that complete recycling is an impossibility and
argues that large-scale solar energy is not a viable technology. The latter
assertion seems to rest on the obvious point that solar energy production
is not a free good. Readers who wish a more thorough statement of
Georgescu's views should, however, consult his April 1979 Southern
Economic Journal article.
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In Chapter 3, Hannon attempts to demonstrate the usefulness of net
energy assessment using an input-output model with only one primary
input, namely energy, and 1967 financial transactions on current accounts.
Hannon defines a discount rate through which he believes "society implicitly expresses its desire to convert a present surplus energy into an
energy-transformation process so that a greater surplus. . can be created
in the future" (p. 87). As Arrow points out in Chapter 4, Hannon is
suggesting that decisions about future energy sources should be guided
by the ratio of discounted energy output to discounted energy inputs.
Unfortunately, energy investments require inputs of other scarce resources, including capital, labor, land, and matter. Hannon's reply is that
labor and capital are made from the natural endowments of the other
factors. From a purely physical perspective this may be true, but it is
hardly a realistic basis for decision making within any finite time period.
In Chapter 6, Costanza uses an input-output model to argue that "marketdetermined dollar values and embodied energy values are proportional
for all but the primary energy sectors" (p. 140). The least-squares regresson equations that are used in support of this conclusion appear to depend
on a few extreme values. Costanza's conclusion must also reflect the
rigid technological assumptions of input-output analysis and, as Daly
points out, the model presupposes an energy theory of value.
Chapter 7 by Hardin is a polemical piece, entitled "Ending the Squanderarchy." Included in Hardin's list of current "sins" are consumer credit,
vacation travel, worker mobility, labor saving devices, commercial innovation, and advertising. Chapter 8 by Daly is a cogent summary and
agenda for further research. Included in his discussion are such fundamental issues as an energy theory of value, viability of solar energy, the
propriety of discounting, and the efficacy of market prices for resource
allocation.
The book edited by Daneke contains 16 essays, divided into three
parts. In the words of the editor, "the purpose here is to stimulate thinking
about alternative modes of analysis and alternative energy perspectives,
[and] if some of the chapters seem somewhat pedestrian, then that merely
demonstrates an earnest attempt to avoid the obscure and esoteric" (p.
xvii). With two exceptions, I found these essays lacking in imagination
and analytical rigor, and in a number of cases there is no clear focus of
attention.
Part I, entitled "Elements of a Comprehensive Perspective," includes
contributions by Georgescu on the crisis of resources (matter matters,
too); Cooper on energy and ecology; Russell on the economics of energy
transition; House on barriers to energy production; and Daneke and Lawrence on life-quality accounting systems (people matter, too). Part II,
"Problems and Policies," contains essays by Wilbanks on the difficulty
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of comprehensive analysis, Gould on conflicting academic perspectives;
Daneke on strategic energy planning (current policies are determined by
a few corporate moguls); and Hamrin on the U.S. economy in the 1980s
(a plea for a "holistic" perspective based on comprehensive national
planning).
In Part III, "Perspectives for Policy Change," Sommers and Koenig
look at the energy future of human settlements, Hoover and coauthors
examine employment effects of concentrated and distributed energy sources
(greater total employment is counted as a benefit of solar and conservation
systems); and Schiffman provides a technology assessment of solar energy. In the last two chapters in this section, Joskow analyzes the problems
and prospects for nuclear energy and Perelman proposes a renewableresources trust fund or "ark" plan. I found both of these chapters provocative and clearly focused on a basic energy issue.
In both books there is a good deal of carping about the inadequacies
of neoclassical economic theory. The acid test of any theory is its ability
to predict or explain real world events. With the possible exception of
the essay by Costanza, I cannot cite one hypothesis tested or structural
forecast performed in these books, although several essays do summarize
energy technology assessments. It would seem that the energy theorists
represented here have a ways to go before their rather mechanical assessments can be accepted as an adequate basis for policy making.
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